
   



THEBRUNELLCOLLECTION

The Brunell Collection is a timeless and elegant collection of dining, 
side, coffee and console tables as well as shelving.

The designs are a luxurious addition in both contemporary 
and classic designs scheme, and work well with both bold colour 
schemes and toned down designs.

The collection consists of a wide range of designs incorporating 
materials and finishes like brushed metal, brass, bronze 
and Champagne finishes, iron bases, thick clear and smoked glass, 
white jade and Portoro marble.



THESIGOURNEY 

COFFEE TABLE

W110 |  D110  |  H40

The Sigourney Coffee Table is a light 
and contemporary piece. The light 
marble and thin frame structure 
create an airy and soft look, which 
makes it perfect for a minimalistic 
or classic living room space. The mix 
of marble and brushed Champagne 
finish makes this table a luxurious 
addition to any interior, and pairs well 
with both bold colour schemes and 
toned down designs.

Material: Stainless steel frame with Champagne finish and white jade marble top. 

SIDE TABLE

W50 |  D50  |  H60

The Sigourney Side Table is a perfect side table to 
match minimalistic or classic interiors. The light marble 
and thin Champagne brushed frame creates an airy 
and soft look, which pairs well with both bold colours 
and toned down designs.





THEDOVER

THE SET

The Dover Tables, Set of 2 is a 
timeless and attractive set of 
tables to use as a coffee or side 
table arrangement in a living 
area. The marble surface adds a 
gorgeous natural texture while the 
sturdy brass frame brings warmth 
to a room, and has a gorgeous 
geometric shaped base to make 
a unique statement.

Material: Stainless steel frame in brushed brass with Portoro marble top.



COFFEE TABLE

W90 |  D90  |  H38

The Dover Coffee Table, Short is a 
stunning table to use in the living 
area. The sturdy brass frame in striking 
geometric shape and beautiful marble 
creates a sophisticated statement for 
any interior. 

SIDE TABLE

W55 |  D55  |  H50

The Dover Side Table, Tall is an elegant 
and timeless side table to use in a living area. 
The sophisticated marble and elegant 
geometric brass frame works beautifully in 
most interiors, and the size makes it the 
perfect accompaniment next to a sofa.



THESAPLE

CONSOLE TABLE

W120 |  D35  |  H80

This console table is perfect for use in a 
hallway, corridor or room where space is 
limited due to its slim shape. The beautiful 
marble surface, sturdy brass frame and 
gorgeous unique base shape makes it 
a sleek table for a modern interior.

Material: Stainless steel frame in brushed brass with Portoro marble top.



THEKAYTA

COFFEE TABLE

W140 |  D80  |  H40

The Kayta Coffee Table is a sleek table 
for a modern interior. Its glass surfaces 
keep the form light and make a room 
looking spacious. The sturdy brass frame 
adds warmth to the room and has a unique 
cross-shaped base. Use the lower shelf to 
stack beautiful coffee table books and 
adorn the glass surface with decorations.

CONSOLE TABLE

W140 |  D40  |  H80

The Kayta Console Table is a stylish table for the 
ultra-modern home. Its glass shelves keep the area 
feeling spacious and elegant, while the sturdy brass 
finished frame adds warmth to the space. The slim 
frame design makes this table perfect for use in a 
hallway, corridor or room where space is limited.

Material: Stainless steel frame in brushed brass with 15mm thick glass top.



SIDE TABLE

W70 |  D70  |  H50

The Kayta Side Table is a light and elegant 
side table for a modern space. Its glass 
surfaces keep a room looking spacious, 
and the crossed brass frame add a luxurious 
touch to the room. Stack interesting books 
and magazines on the lower shelf while 
decorating with vases and lamps on the top.





THEARCANE

COFFEE TABLE

W120 |  D76  |  H38

The Arcane Coffee Table is a sleek table 
for a modern interior. Its smoked glass 
top keeps the form light and helps keep 
the room looking spacious. The sturdy 
brushed steel and brushed brass finished 
frame adds warmth to the room, 
and has gorgeous overlapping details 
between the two metal tones.

CONSOLE TABLE

W130 |  D40  |  H75

The Arcane Console is perfect for use in a 
hallway, corridor or room where space is 
limited due to its slim shape. Its smoked 
glass top keeps the room looking airy 
and spacious, while the elegant overlap 
of metal finishes adds warmth.

Material: Stainless steel frame in brushed steel and brushed brass finish 
with smoked glass top.



SIDE TABLE

W50 |  D50  |  H50

The Arcane Side Table is a stunning side 
table for a modern interior. The overlapping 
details between the two metal tones, 
combined with the smoked glass top 
creates a sturdy yet elegant look.





THEHARTNEY

THE SET

The Hartney Nesting Tables are a set of 
sleek nesting tables for a modern interior. 
Each one of the sophisticated tapered 
legs is finished in a gorgeous pentagon 
detail, and the smoked glass top creates a 
spacious illusion. These tables are perfect 
together in a cluster or for separate uses.

Material: Stainless steel frame in brushed brass finish with smoked glass top.



LARGE TABLE

W104 |  D104  |  H50

The large Hartney Table is perfect as a living 
room coffee table. The elegant tapered legs in 
pentagon shape and smoked glass top makes it 
an elegant design for modern interiors. 

MEDIUM TABLE

W84 |  D84  |  H42

The medium Hartney Table can be 
used as both a coffee or side table. 
The sophisticated design with 
pentagon tapered legs in brushed 
brass and smoked glass lends itself 
well to modern interiors. 



SMALL TABLE

W54 |  D54  |  H35

The small Hartney Table is the perfect table 
for a sophisticated interior. The brushed 
brass frame with pentagon tapered legs 
and smoked glass top is an elegant 
addition to any living space.



THEMAHORN

COFFEE TABLE

W105 |  D105  |  H43

This Mahorn Coffee Table is a standout 
design. The table has a diamond shaped 
base and the transition of colours on the 
base creates an optical lift. This table can 
easily become the focal point in any
interior, and looks great styled with a mix 
of industrial pieces and softer colours.

Top: White jade marble.

SIDE TABLE

W50 |  D50  |  H60

This Mahorn Side Table is an elegant side 
table for any living space. The diamond 
shape and transition of colour on the base 
creates a light feel while the brass colour 
adds a sophisticated warmth.

Top: Brass coloured wood.

Material: Stainless steel base in antique and brushed brass finish



DINING TABLE

W135 |  D135  |  H75

This Mahorn Dining Table is a unique 
piece of furniture that is both a stylish 
and functional centrepiece for the dining 
area. The table is optically lifted through 
the transition of colours and the diamond 
shape of the base.

Top: White jade marble.





THEKANO

SIDE TABLE

W44 |  D44  |  H56

The Kano Side Table is a classic piece with 
a twist. This versatile tree-trunk-like side 
table in a geometric shape is suitable for 
all interiors. Whether juxtaposed with softer 
lines and lighter colours, or kept in a darker 
more raw and industrial space, it is bound 
to bring a stylish touch to any area. Use as 
a side table, bedside table or plant stand.

Material: Stainless steel base in brushed bronze metal finish.



THEOLIVIE

BOOKCASE

W120 |  D32 .5  |  H200

The Olivie Bookcase has a beautiful pared 
back aesthetic with a brushed brass finish 
and custom wood shelving, creating a real 
statement piece. The stainless steel frame 
in brushed brass finish has a beautiful 
bold shape that leaves the perfect base to 
display books, vases, and ornaments.

Material: Stainless steel frame in brushed brass finish with custom wood shelving.



THETEZALLE

SIDE TABLE

W55 |  D42  |  H50

The Tezalle Side Table is a contemporary and 
sophisticated piece. With double-layered smoked 
glass and elegant brushed brass finished frame, 
it is a stunning piece for any design space. 
Its simple design stands out with the metal edge, 
and pairs well with other metal or colourful 
accessories. Perfect for both the living room, 
bedroom or hallway.

Material: Stainless steel base in brushed brass finish with smoked 
glass base and top.



COFFEE TABLE

W130 |  D75  |  H40

The Tezalle Coffee Table is a simple 
design that stand out. A solid brushed 
brass finished frame and smoked 
glass base and top makes the Tezalle 
a design suitable for both classic and 
contemporary spaces. 

CONSOLE TABLE

W120 |  D35  |  H80

The Tezalle Console Table is a stunning 
coffee table for any interior. Its elegant 
brushed brass finished frame and smoked 
glass bottom and top create a sophisticated 
look while maintaining a light feel. 
In addition, the console’s size makes 
it perfect for narrow hallways.



THECLESSIDRA

SIDE TABLE

W55 |  D55  |  H60

The Clessidra Side Table is a contemporary 
table with a unique teardrop metallic base 
that immediately catches your attention. 
The table’s simple design fits any interior 
and adds a touch of elegance and luxury. 
Perfect for displaying any beautiful decor, 
plants or lamps.

Material: Iron base and wooden top both with an antique brass finish.



THECONCAVE

SIDE TABLE

W52 |  D52  |  H50

The Concave Side Table is a simple versatile 
piece of furniture suitable for both classic 
and modern interiors. The classic shape in 
green copper finish creates a great 
background for interesting decor pieces.

Material: Iron table frame and base with a green copper finish.






